Siberian Sleigh Ride with Flashlights
Performed by the Trans-Siberian Orchestra

**Introduction:** (1) Red lights on (2) Purple lights on (3) Green lights on. Then small bounces up and down to the beat, at face level. 8 measures.

**A Section (:21)**
(Like windshield wipers to a half note beat)
Right/Left/Right/Left/Right . . . Left/Right/Left/Right/Left . . . (repeat)

**B Section-REFRAIN! (:42)**
Red up! Purple Up! Green Up! All Down! (Do 3 times, then Wild Wiggles by face) REPEAT. Then vertical bounces to beat.

**Repeat A Section (:59)**

**Repeat B Section (1:20)**

**C Section (1:31)**
Red – 4 sets of Figure 8s/Purple join for 4 more/Green join for 4 more

(1:48) “Blink on and off” by covering the lens with palm of hand. 8 measures of whole notes, then 8 measures of half notes

(2:10) 4-Beat Mountains up and down gracefully. Do 4 sets. RED/PURPLE/GREEN/FREEZE 4 beats AT BOTTOM

(2:33) Double bounce windshield wipers ( 2 to each side) 6 sets.

**Repeat B Section (2:42)**

**CODA (2:53)**
- 3 Wiggly Waterfalls down (4 beats each)
- 2 measures of fast (quarter note) windshield wipers
- 2 measures of wild wiggles (8 beats)
- COVER and FREEZE! (Then place lights under chins and grin at crowd)